Data Modelling Zone comes to Australia
Sydney, Australia, 11 September, 2014 – Analytics8 has further extended upon its position as the leading
provider of Data Modelling Consulting and Implementation services, by signing an exclusive partnership
agreement with Steve Hoberman of Technics Publications to bring Data Modelling Zone to Australia.
Analytics8 will be hosting the inaugural Australian Data Modelling Zone (DMZ) conference in Sydney on 1314 May 2015. This conference, which will feature speakers and attendees from around the world, provides
training, workshopping, knowledge-sharing, and networking opportunities for those who build and use data
models to capture operational and analytical data requirements for software development. This year DMZ
includes two days of data modelling related sessions for every skill level.
The world is quickly changing with respect to how we view and analyse data, and along with these changes,
data modelling plays a major role. The principles of data modelling need to stay firm, but our application of
them needs refinement as technology advances. The sessions at Data Modelling Zone are a reflection of
where the data modelling industry is, and where it is heading.
Delegates will learn and experience the most innovative data modelling thinking, shared by some of the most
accomplished data thought-leaders, both local and international.
Download the DMZ agenda
Register to attend Data Modelling Zone
Register for an Expert 1-on-1 to answer your questions about your environment
Sponsors will have a rare opportunity to expose their brand and capabilities to a highly focused group of data
management professionals focused on data modelling.
Sponsor Data Modelling Zone
As a longstanding Australian leader in data management consultancy and implementation services,
Analytics8 is proud to be bringing Data Modelling Zone to Australia.
###
About Analytics8
Analytics8 specialises solely in the provision of Business Intelligence and Data Warehousing Services. An
Australian success story founded in 2002, the company is a team of 80+ consultants across offices in Australia
and the USA. Analytics8 has deep multi-vendor expertise in providing Consultancy, Technical Implementation
and Support for the leading business intelligence vendors. Analytics8 prescribes and delivers these best-ofbreed services to our clients’ specific and unique needs.
For further information, visit http://www.analytics8.com
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